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ARCunliffe (Pty) Ltd is a young and dynamic enterprise providing a variety of  

construction project management services to Cape Town and her surrounds, with 
a vested interest in sustainability and community development. 

 

ARCunliffe has a wide set of skills and expertise offered on a collaborative basis 
to other companies such as architects and quantity surveyors,  on a leadership 

basis to project clients, and on a guidance basis to contractors. 
 

ARCunliffe is dedicated to providing services grounded on the cores value of  

respect for all life and quality over quantity coupled with expertise in creative 
thinking, puzzle picture building, and chaos management. 

 

The end game is to build communities that serve the needs of the future. Until 
then, we are here to serve your more immediate project needs. Let's have a 

chat! 

UNTIL WE GET THERE… 

VISION 

MISSION 

To become an industry leader in sustainable community based 

developments. 

To build a sustainable built environment that serves the  

community, protects the environment, and ensures the  

longevity of both. 
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ARCunliffe (Pty) Ltd was founded by M A.R.Cunliffe in June, 2020, following her  
retrenchment from former employers, Berman Brothers, during the Level 5  

lockdown measures imposed by the South African government in response to out-
break of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 
A holds a BSc (Hons) degree in Construction Management from the University of 

Cape Town and is registered as a Candidate Construction Project Manager with the 
SACPCMP. 

 
A has always had a passion for creating things and for the natural world - her  

favourite childhood activities included building structures in the family garden for 
her pet cats and watching Natural Geographic on the TV. Over the past few years she 
has grown a strong sense of accountability for living a sustainable existence - which 

has overflowed into a desire to create the same for other people. 
 

The climate crisis will only get worse, but I will always be on the fighting side. I also 

just really love construction. 

LEADERSHIP 
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ASSOCIATED PEOPLE & BUSINESSES (P1) 

Who We Work For: 

Who We Work With: 

We work for dreamers. 

We have a few core passions: sustainability, intersectional feminism, and the local 

economy. 

Our dream is to build a sustainable and inclusive built environment that protects the 

planet and the people living on it. With this in mind we are particularly eager to work 

with anyone building for the future, womxn owned businesses, and local businesses 

that are growing and need new physical premises. 

Single dwelling residents • apartment buildings • high-end residential • hotels and 

accommodation • schools • retail • offices • renewable energy 

We work with dream creators. 

We offer a broad spectrum of services to a broad spectrum of services. Architects, 

quantity surveyors, contractors, engineers…everyone needs project management 

services at some point. 

While the vision is to grow into industry leaders, we are still very much in the “grow” 

part of that sentence. We are eager to partner with anyone who is invested in the fu-

ture of our industry, country, and planet...or anyone who simply needs some assis-

tance on a project.  
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ASSOCIATED PEOPLE & BUSINESSES (P2) 

Accreditations & Technology 

Business Associates 

 
SACPCMP is the industry regulatory body for the Construction 

and Construction Project Management professions in South 

Africa. M A.Cunliffe is currently registered as a Candidate  

Construction Project Manager (B/3644/2020). 

 

For more information: www.sacpcmp.org.za 

RIB CCS is one of our technological partners. Our systems 

currently use the Candy programming software that allow us 

to create professional documentation and monitor project 

progress with precision. 

 

For more information: www.ribccs.com 

SDQS are cost expert partners, owned and operated by  

quantity surveyor Shanyusingh Dabeesing. SDQS provide a 

wide range of cost related services to the construction  

industry, with proven ability to reduce client project costs. 

 

For more information: www.sdqs.co.za 

Roger Webster is a renowned construction programmer and 

planner in South Africa, with an vast international portfolio. 

Roger is a long standing partner with ARCunliffe who laid the 

foundation stones of our expertise. 

 

For more information:  www.rogerwebsterassociates.co.za 

Synergetics is a facilitator of sustainable solutions with primary 

expertise in solar energy. Synergetics and ARCunliffe together 

provide packaged solar solutions tailored to the needs of each 

client—from inception, through procurement and construction. 

 

For more information: www.synergetics.africa 

https://www.sacpcmp.org.za/
https://ribccs.com/
https://sdqs.co.za/
https://www.rogerwebsterassociates.co.za/
https://synergetics.africa/
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THE THINGS WE DO & WELL 

Project Management 

Time Management 

Sustainable Development 
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Project Management 

Coordination • Administration • Progress Monitoring • Risk Management • Cost 

Control • Quality Control • Time Management • Client Representation • Principal 

Agency 

Stages of Construction: 

1 Inception 
The basic project idea is detailed, and a team is put 
together to develop it. 

2 Concept and Feasibility 
The project idea is given more flesh and the financial 
viability of it is tested. 

3 Design Development 
The project is given the financial go ahead and detailed 
drawings are produced – to be sent to council for ap-
proval. 

4 Documentation & Tender 
The project is given the go-ahead be council and con-
tractors can now be found to do the work. A health 
and safety plan is also put together. 

5 Construction 
The project enters the physical construction phase – 
time, cost, and quality management, and design reso-
lution are daily tasks. 

6 Close Out 
The project is complete, the final building/structure 
handed over to the client. Final accounts are drawn 
and the building/structure begins its functional life. 

Project management expertise are required at stages of the project life cycle and 

by all role players. 

ARCunliffe offers various services under the broad term “project management,” 

with a current focus on the Construction and Close Out stages of the project (5 & 

6). 

Two of our current core services offerings include: 

• Client Representation/Clerk of Works—keeping an eye on site progress and 

quality of work, attending site meetings, and keeping the client and project 

team abreast of any problems that arise on site. 

• Collaborative Principal Agency—while the business is still young in industry, 

we are partnering with already established firms to assist in their Principal 

Agency duties on projects. Need extra capacity in your firm but can’t afford 

an extra employee? That's where we come in! 

Beyond that, we want to help clients build their dreams. Let’s have a chat and see how 

we can work together to make your dreams come true! 
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Time Management 

Programming • Planning • Scheduling • Activity Lists • Resource Allocation • Delay & 

Claim Analysis • Method Statements • Progress Tracking • Progress Analysis 

“If you fail to plan, you are planning to fail” - Benjamin Franklin. Cliché, but true. 

ARCunliffe offers a variety of time management services to ensure your projects 

stays on track. 

The project programme (activity schedule) is one of the most powerful manage-

ment tools the project team and contractor have on hand to ensure project suc-

cess—yet few truly understand programming or how to put a detailed pro-

gramme together. That’s where we come in. 

We can ensure you have the correct tools, and, if needs be, wield them for you too. 

We also offer clients a neat little package where we will monitor progress on site, 

attend site meetings and keep tabs on key information, as well as provide regular pro-

gramme updates and assist with delay claims. Suitable for Principal Agents, project Cli-

ents, and Contractors alike. 

Let’s have a chat and put together the tools you need to achieve project success! 

Stages of Construction: 

1 Inception The project idea is born. 

2 Concept and Feasibility 
Indicative programme - understand the full scale of 
the project. 

3 Design Development 
Project development programme—help the design 
team manage their time. 

4 Documentation & Tender 

Tender programme—submitted by the contractor with 
the priced BOQ. 
An indicative programme can be useful for contractor 
adjudications. 

5 Construction 

Contractor’s construction programme 
Long lead & Information required schedules 
Programme progress updates 
Delay Claim Analysis 
 

6 Close Out The project is complete. 
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Sustainable Development 

A sustainable future is the only future we should be building—and ARCunliffe is here to 

help drive that. 

Sustainable development is a vast subject. At ARCunliffe we are particularly concerned 

with building buildings that are equipped to combat the climate crisis—including: 

• Exploring alternative building methods at design stage, 

• Exploring alternative carbon “lite” building materials at specification stage, 

• Developing water and energy efficiency strategies to avoid Day Zero & load shed-

ding—both in new designs and refurbishments, 

• Developing strategies to reduce waste and responsibly handle what is left, 

• Developing building models that better serve the broader community and encour-

age integration of all people, 

• Developing building models that drive a circular economy. 

There is some upskilling to be done within ourselves yet, and for the time being we are 

focusing primarily on implement solar powered energy solutions to existing buildings 

to combat load shedding and shift the consumer market away from fossil fuels. 

The long term vision is to become a leader in sustainable development—both develop-

ing our own properties and providing sustainable building consultancy services to oth-

ers to ensure we create a built environment that serves the demands of planet Earth 

and safe guards our future on it. 

• Sustainable building consultancy—we look forward to added that to our full list of 

expertise. 

Sustainable development is an ever changing and growing field—let’s grow together. 

Let’s have a chat and develop a plan to make your next building sustainable. 

Alternative Building Methods • Resource Efficiency • Energy • Water • Waste Man-

agement • Renewable Energy • Circular Economy • Local Economy 
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SECTORS 

ARCunliffe (Pty) Ltd is currently involved in the high-end residential sector with 
expertise in: 

• Single residential houses 

• Multi-residential apartments 

• Multi-residential hotels 

 

ARCunliffe also has expertise in managing renewable energy projects including: 

• Retro-fit solar & PV installations 

• New build solar & PV installations 

 

ARCunliffe has views to further expand into commercial, retail, and industrial 
construction. 

CONTACT DETAILS 

Let’s have a chat: 

 

Address: Claremont, Cape Town, South Africa 7708 

Email: amy@arcunliffe.co.za 

Cell: +27 79 223 3467 

Web: www.arcunliffe.co.za 

 

We are also available on social media: 

 

Linked In: ARCunliffe (Pty) Ltd 

Facebook: ARCunliffe (Pty) Ltd 

Instagram: @arcunliffepm 

 

https://www.arcunliffe.co.za/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/arcunliffe-pty-ltd
https://www.facebook.com/ARCunliffe
https://instagram.com/arcunliffepm?igshid=159w1tj6znr3i

